Suffolk County is home to world-renowned education centers and some of the most advanced research institutions in the country. These facilities not only educate and employ the type of high-skilled, high-knowledge workers our economy needs but provide endless potential for the future of our region if effectively leveraged together.

We have the assets to be one of the most attractive places to live in the country, but we lack the transportation infrastructure to effectively leverage those assets.

By creating a multi-modal corridor featuring north-south Bus Rapid Transit routes and an expansive hiking and biking network, we can link three Long Island Railroad lines and MacArthur Airport to vibrant downtowns, job and research hubs and parks and open space. This will create a quality of life ecosystem that will reverse the brain drain and propel our region into the 21st century.

The key to reversing the brain drain and creating an innovation economy in our region is to build a network of desirable, walkable, transit-oriented communities where people can live, work, and recreate. Connecting these downtowns via convenient, reliable public transportation will provide access to all the wonderful assets Suffolk County has to offer.